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SEEING IS BELIEVING

Artevia™, the Lafargeholcim decorative concrete line, provides you with 
the ultimate collection to achieve your vision.

Over the past five years, Artevia has been successfully placed across 
several prestigious projects in the UAE.

Available in an array of amazing colors, patterns and textures, Artevia™’s 
subtle designs bring any location to life with vibrant color and realistic 
texture.

Suitable for home owners, architects and landscapers, Artevia™’s 
exciting patterns and textures offer unrestricted creativity on any 
project.

Plus it can be molded when fresh like any concrete, or pounded like a 
stone when hardened.

Artevia™ is the perfect match for any environment. Combine it with 
brick, metal, wood or grass for a wealth of possibilities; you won’t 
believe your eyes!



THE FULL ARTEVIA PORTFOLIO INCLUDES:

Artevia™ Exposed

Artevia™ Color

Artevia™ Polish

Artevia™ Print

Artevia™ Stone



La Mer – Jumeirah Open Beach, Dubai, UAE Barari, Dubai, UAE

Artevia™ Exposed is a trustworthy and robust exterior concrete.  
Thanks to the multiple combinations available, it offers countless colors and effects to fit any environment.  
Its graveled finish makes it slip-resistant and ideal for extreme conditions.

EXPOSED



E-075 E-388E-151 E-531E-156 E-571

E-580 E-582 E-599

E-216

E-036 E-517E-061 E-519E-130 E-542E-157

E-068 E-343E-190 E-344E-190-307 E-354E-319

E-411 E-564E-417E-364 E-462E-366 E-541

EXPOSED SWATCHES

Micro

Medium

High



Moses Mabida Stadium, South Africa Individual House, Santa Fe

Artevia™ Polish has a smooth texture like polished marble that is silky to the touch and elegant at first sight. 
Designed for use indoor and outdoor, it offers luxurious comfort that your bare feet will love.

POLISH



Yamaha Shop in Johannesberg, South Africa House Maidman, South Africa

P-571 P-572P-386 P-393 P-605SH-ShellP-348 P-406

G-364-Night GN-502-PG-502-Day GN-513-P P-036GD-364-P GD-513-P

P-261-Shell P-343P-275 P-344P-296P-165 P-298

PM-464-Matt

POLISH SWATCHES



Artevia™ Stone looks and feels like natural stone in every detail. 
Elegant and impressive, it has all the character and beauty of premium quarried stone at a fraction of the cost.

STONE

Villa in Mizher, Dubai, UAE Terrace & Courtyard, France



B-598 B-599B-594

B-167 B-345B-230 B-358 B-381B-232 B-343

B-384 B-571B-522 B-573B-531B-382 B-554

STONE SWATCHES

Exterior Terrace in a Villa, France Woodmead Office, South Africa



Artevia™ Print is an incredibly life like range of 
textured pavements, stone and natural effect 
finishes. They are durable and low maintenance, 
and with proper care, stay as beautiful as the day 
they were set, year after year.

Artevia™ Color is a collection of colored concrete 
in a broad palette of tones. Soft or bright, 
natural or intense, Artevia™ Color allows you to 
create colorful designs with concrete as never 
before. And because the concrete itself is colored 
throughout, it will never fade or wear away.
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ARTEVIA – APPROVED 
APPLICATOR NETWORK (AAP)

AAP network of professional applicators is your best choice of partner 
for your Artevia™ project. They offer top quality expertise and processes, 
guaranteeing the best results throughout every step of your project.

We carefully select and train all of our applicators to ensure they benefit 
from LafargeHolcim’s extensive technical and commercial know-how and 
experience. They are also fully up-to-date on our constantly improving 
product offer and services.

The AAP network is the right partner for Artevia™ projects. Reliable, 
trustworthy and highly skilled in all aspects of Artevia™ application, they’ll 
add value to your project from conception to completion, guaranteeing you 
high quality results. 

Please contact us for details of applicators in your area.



Readymix Gulf
P.O. Box 52942, Dubai, UAE 
Tel.: +971 4 3413730
Fax.: +971 4 3474552


